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Hi everyone.

The 2020 cruising season is fast approaching, and the maintenance list is getting a bashing, but 
phew its hard work in this heat! It has been an amazing summer, but Whangarei could definately 
do with some rain now. It's also full speed ahead with rally preparations. There are lots of people 
out there in the Pacific looking forward to seeing us heading towards them over the horizon.

At anchor off Pangaimotu Island, Tonga      
Courtesy of SY Dulcinea

...........NIGEL, AMANDA & ELLA 

http://www.safetyatsea.co.nz/
http://www.kiwiyachting.co.nz/
http://www.yachtingworld-vanuatu.com/
http://www.islandcruising.co.nz
http://www.rnzys.org.nz/
http://www.vudamarina.com.fj/
http://www.islandcruising.co.nz


Island Cruising is all about offering the cruising 
community "peace of mind" – through the help, 
guidance and support they give to boat owners  
wanting to venture offshore. For this same       
reason, they recommend Baileys, as they feel 
comfortable with the first class insurance cover 
and claims support we can provide to their 
members. 

Please feel free to contact us at any time for more 
information, or with some feedback - which is 
always welcomed. 

Baileys Insurance Brokers 

Ltd 
Phone: 09 444 8860 or 0800  89858500 898585 

Fax:     09 443 4479 

Email:  pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz=Message
%20frm%20web%20site 

Postal Address: 
FREEPOST 1399 
PO Box 101-101 
North Shore 
Auckland 0745 
New Zealand 

Office: 
Unit 9 
35 Apollo Drive 
Rosedale 
Auckland 0632 
New Zealand 

ANCHORAGES - WHERE ARE YOUR FAVOURITES?

Albert Cove, Rabi Island, Northern Fiji - 16 26.758’S, 179 56.298’W. 
This is a great little bay with good holding and awesome snorkelling. There is lots of very 
large plate coral on the western edge of the anchorage that is well worth a look. On your 

way up here, stop at the southern end of Rabi Island if you want to try your luck at spotting 
manta rays. Albert Cove is a lovely peaceful bay to relax in, and it’s a good place to wait for 

a weather window to head off to Naqelelevu Lagoon. 

tel:+64-800-89-8585
mailto:pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz?Subject=Message%20from%20web%20site
mailto:pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz?Subject=Message%20from%20web%20site
http://www.baileysinsurance.co.nz/


KNOW YOUR WIND SCALE & WHEN 
WIND WARNINGS ARE GIVEN

Examples relating to recent METSERVICE WARNINGS to 
compare advisory against wind strength:

www.metservice.com/warnings/home

Strong Wind Advisory
Area: Auckland marine recreational issued at: 10:47am Mon 
STRONG WIND ADVISORY A03 FOR THE AREA FROM 
BREAM HEAD TO CAPE COLVILLE <br/> Easterly 25 knots 
gusting 35 knots about the Colville Channel this morning. 
Easing below advisory criteria early afternoon. 

Gale warning
Area: Milford
Issued at: 4:42am Mon

Storm warning
Area: Puysegur
Issued at: 4:42am Mon

Vulanga, Lau, Fiji



• Some Pacific Islands earn a lot of their income from visiting yachts.  Rather than giving away items the long sighted way to
assist the local economy is by spending in the local economy. Gifting can disturb this. If you have items to give then ask for
something in return such fruit or vegetables or a guided walk in the local area.

• Some medical and educational items are appreciated though such as Reading glasses or hygiene items.

• Do not offer alcohol as a gift.

• Before you arrive check the religious and territorial customs, eg. limited activities on Sundays in Tonga, gifting the village
chief with Kava roots on arrival when asking permission to anchor in parts of Fiji.

• What are the local fishing regulations?

• Do not anchor amongst fragile coral which can be killed by your chain dragging across it.

• Use sewerage holding tanks so as not to pollute in someone else's fishing grounds.

HOW YACHTS CAN HELP WHEN 
VISITING THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
• Respect their culture.

mailto:247SAILING@GMAIL.COM


Cruising the Mediterranean 
by Island Cruising NZ members Adrienne & Steve

of SV Seaforth
Sailing a yacht around the Mediterranean Sea is a dream or lifelong 
aspiration for many sailors.  It sounds exotic and marvellous, sun-soaked 
and sophisticated, glamorous and exciting.  And it can be all of those things.  
But long term cruising around the Mediterranean is like long term cruising 
anywhere – there are ups and downs, excitement for good and bad reasons 
– and generally as much fun as you want to make it.
So, in 2018 we flew to Spain to join a good friend on his recently purchased 
yacht to help him sail it around the Mediterranean.  Boat brokers the world 
over have a bit of a reputation (and with some of them it is richly deserved). 
European boat brokers (and even contractors and service agents) appear to 
be a different animal entirely.  Without someone looking over their 
shoulder and pushing them along (badgering them basically) they can have 
a bit of a laissez faire attitude.  Issues that can be very important to a new 
boat owner either get lost in translation, mislaid or caught up in the 
mañana attitude where it will be dealt with “tomorrow”.  It’s a different 
culture. 
With the boat mostly sorted we set out to explore the Mediterranean coast 
of Spain around Barcelona.  Interestingly, it’s not very interesting.  It’s a 
long expanse of straightish coastline with marinas in artificial harbours 
constructed every 20 miles or so.  Luckily, the Balearic Islands (Mallorca, 
Menorca and Formentera) are only 120 miles or so offshore from Barcelona. 
Palma de Mallorca is a major yachting centre and there are many very 

large and expensive bing shoulders with tiny local fishing boats and 
just about everything in between.  Out of Palma there are many 
beautiful little coves and bays around Mallorca and we 
circumnavigated the island, exploring as we went. 
For tax purposes we needed to get the boat out of EU waters, so from 
Mallorca we set off for Tunisia in North Africa.  After a two day 
passage we arrived in Tabarca, a little fishing port in Northern 
Tunisia.  Somehow during that 2 day passage we had managed to 
travel back in time about 30 years.  Life in Tunisia was certainly a 
little more basic, but the people were friendly and welcoming and the 
food was fresh and cheap.  As visiting foreigners in a small town we 
were a bit of an oddity to start with but in the two weeks we stayed in 
Tabarca we made friends and found some real characters.   Tunisia 
has its modern marinas as well, as we found when we moved to 
Monastir, where we spent an enjoyable and more modern feeling 
couple of weeks …. including Christmas Day, although
Christmas in a Muslim country is an entirely surreal experience. Some of the best examples of Roman 
civilisation construction are to be found in Tunisia.  We were amazed at the underground houses in Bulla 
Regia, complete with beautifully intricate mosaic flooring, and the massive amphitheatre in El Jem, only slightly 
smaller than the Colliseum in Rome but more complete and in much better condition. 
After filling with cheap diesel we left Tunisia for Sicily, arriving in Palermo just before New Year.  Sicilians 
certainly know how to party with massive free concerts, cheap wine and excellent street food.  The boat was 
based in Palermo for a couple of months while the skipper returned to NZ for some family business, so we took 
advantage of cheap flights and buzzed around Europe for a few days in cities like Athens, Budapest, Prague, 
Dublin, Edinburgh, Marseilles, Berlin, Krakow and Vienna before returning to the boat.  

We never grew tired of 
getting lost in little village 

alleyways

Local fishing boats



Reunited with the skipper once again we did some touring around Sicily before sailing off to the Aeolian 
Islands (Lipari, Vulcano, Stromboli, etc) and then on to the infamous Messina Strait and down to Syracuse, 
the hometown of Archimedes the Greek mathematician, engineer and inventor. 
At this stage we were still fairly early in the European cruising season so there were not many other yachts 
about, but we did meet up with an Australian couple (and their dog, Sally) whom we had first met in 
Monastir, Tunisia.  We were able to offer them some assistance when their tender and outboard were 
stolen while locked to the town quay. 
We cleared out of Italy and sailed across to Greece to the Ionian Island of Kefalonia and from there we 
sailed southward around the Peloponese Peninsulas, taking in places such as Olympia (the home of the 
original Olympic Games), Methoni, Kalamata (famous for its olives), the fortified village of Monemvasia, 
and Porto Cheli.  Here we were joined by guests and we spent a pleasant week cruising up to Navplion and 
back before heading to Poros, Aeigina Island and sidestepping Athens to head northward up the Evia 
Channel toward northern Greece.  With guests departing and new ones arriving on the way, we met fellow 
cruisers and spent an enjoyable time around the “Mamma Mia” Islands of Skiathos, Skopelos and Alanissos 
where they had filmed the two Mamma Mia movies (complete with requisite viewing of the movies and 
compulsory singalongs). 

From here we sailed southwest to Skyros (where they play the 2001 
Space Odyssey theme music whenever a ferry approaches the dock) 
and on to Chios.  The southern half of this island is the only place in 
the world where they grow Mastika trees which produced the 
original chewing gum from Ancient Greek times.  The mastika gum 
is now used as an ingredient in pharmaceuticals, food products and 
they make a very unusual and extremely tasty liqueur from it as 
well.  

A common sight in Greece 
The island of Chios sits only about 3 miles from 
the coast of Turkey so we hopped across the 
border and cleared in to Turkey at Çeşme.  We 
then hopped down the coast to Kuşadasi (close to 
Ephesus, an amazing Roman era city), Didyma 
(where there are some stunning Greek ruins) and 
southward to Bodrum, which used to be called 
Halicarnassus in ancient times and was known as 
a party town … not a lot has changed. 
From Bodrum we sailed westward back to 
Greece, past the island of Kos (famous for lettuce) 
and through the Dodecanese Islands to the 
Cyclades Islands of Naxos, Paros and Mikonos.  
We continued westward to Kythnos and 
eventually back to mainland Greece at Porto Cheli 
before hopping to Athens to drop guests off and 
pick up new ones.  Next we navigated the Corinth 
Canal and sailed into the Gulf of Patras, stopping 
at Galaxadhi to tour the ancient site of Delphi, 
visiting the harbour within a castle at Navpaxtos, 
and then passing beneath the Rion-Antirion 
Bridge and back to the Ionian Sea.  Ithaca, Levkas, 
Preveza and Corfu were all on the agenda before 
finally preparing the boat and putting her safely 
on the hard at Preveza at the end of the European 
cruising season at the end of October. 

Santorini:  picture perfect postcard place to see

Sailing through the Corinth Canal is pretty awe 
inspiring



During the fourteen months we were sailing the Mediterranean we found beautiful islands, clear water, 
asurprising amount of marine wildlife (including many fish …. most of which were quite small by NZ 
standards),ancient ruins, modern developments, large cities, small towns, tiny fishing ports, glamorous super 
yachts, moderately sized yachts, tiny fishing craft, chartered yachts, private yachts and tour boats, beautiful 
people and good honest hard-working folk.  There were light winds, no winds, high winds (at times for days at a 
stretch), steep seas and flat water.  We met some fantastic people both on the water and off and got to share 
our experience with some of our friends who helped to keep our eyes open and to keep the wonder alive.  It 
was a challenging place to sail at times, with changeable conditions, high levels of marine traffic and 
surprisingly vague charting, but overall it was an extremely rewarding experience. 

Having spent only a relatively short period of time in the Med, we found that there is so much to see and do, so 
many places to go and explore and such a wide variety of activities and experiences to be enjoyed within the 
Mediterranean.  From the food to the culture, the history and the attitudes of the people, there really is so 
much to learn and experience.  If you have any interest at all in experiencing the Mediterranean from the water, 
we would strongly encourage you to follow your dreams and find a way to get there to experience it.  You don’t 
need a big ocean going yacht to do it either - 38-42 feet of standard production boat is all you need, and there is 
a huge number of such boats for well under NZ$100K for sale all around the Med. Most major anchorages are 
30NM/half a day sail from each other, you tie up at the town quay for a small fee or free, and food and drink at 
the adjacent taverns is fresh and reasonably priced.  You can cruise here with a lot smaller and simpler boat than 
you would need for the Pacific.  So, the old mantra stands – go small, go cheap, go NOW!  Just keep a wary eye 
out for those European boat brokers though!! 

El Jem Tunisia

An amazing selection of cheeses! The Temple of Apollo in Didyma, Turkey, was one 
of the biggest and best we saw

The ancient Roman city of Ephesus (second is 
size only to Rome) in Turkey was a highlight



PROUD SUPPORTER OF ISLAND CRUISING 

http://www.hydrovane.com/


2 Day Offshore Medic Course by Oceania Medical 

Thursday 30th April 0930 to 1745 and Friday 1st May 2020 0915 to 1730 

Whangarei Central Library  - May Bain Meeting Room 

$340 per individual 

$585 per couple 

A comprehensive course approved by Yachting New Zealand to cover Category 1 requirements. 

This is much more than a standard First Aid course covering trauma, wound closure, medicine administration 

and patient care during offshore sailing 

Oceania Medical normally run their courses in Auckland so this is designed to bring the course closer for 

Northland sailors.  

To book please visit www.islandcruising.nz under the Seminars tab. 
Spaces are limited so please book now 



New Zealand Category 1 Safety Inspection Certificate - 

Relevant?     By Nigel Richards. 
One of the most common discussions in the yacht club bar, around a jug of beer is whether we 
are penalised here in New Zealand for the need to have a safety inspection of our private 
vessels before we leave our shores. With the rising costs involved in maintaining vessels fit to 
sail, the extra bills attracted by someone else's opinion of our boats equipment is sometimes 
seen as a challenge too far. Add the sea survival course and offshore medic requirements for     
percentages of the crew and the dollars soon start adding up to serious money for the first time 
offshore boat. Is the safety inspection fit for purpose? Does it meet the need of ensuring cruising boats are safe to complete their proposed 
voyage or are we off the mark down here in the South West Pacific? 

I wonder how many yachties have operated a hand held flare? I wonder how many have 
physically launched the life raft cannister from its housing up on the top of the forward cabin 
top? Who has tried their rig wire cutting tools on the exact same wire that rigs your boat?  I 
wonder how many people have stabilised a an unconscious person whom has just fallen 
down the stairs, maintained their airway and given them a physical survey looking for injury? 
Who has stitched or stapled an open wound? Can everyone whom sails aboard your boat 
make a call on the satellite phone or operate the single side band radio to ask for help in 
dealing with a problem? What about the man overboard button on 
the plotter, how long do you need to hold it, how will it display the 
casualty location? 

They are all rhetorical questions, but all should be able to be answered in the positive, plus many others if you intend 
to take your vessel to those beautiful South Pacific Islands. When you are boating up and down the coast most of 
those issues can be addressed with a little assistance from a fellow passing   boater, the Coastguard volunteers or 
even the Police or Customs launches. A cell phone or a VHF call will bring help. But if that cracked skull or ripped     
thigh is 500nm from New Zealand on    passage to Tonga, the cell phone is useless, as is the VHF. Extra hands for 
help, guidance and advice is not on tap. The remaining crew of the boat have to stabilise the emergency, recover the 
situation and then continue to safely sail the vessel. A wide variety of skill    bases are required to ensure our safety at 
sea. Remember, we don’t need to be experts in every field, but we do need an  appropriate level of understanding 
and practical skill to have the potential to manage any problem. We don’t need to be doctors but we do need to be 
able to follow instructions of one. It cant be the first time you open the medical kit when the head is on the floor. Nor 
finding out how to fit the battery into the angle grinder when the rig is over the side. 



So I guess my point is this. You wouldn’t send your loved ones 
down State Highway 1 in an unsafe vehicle at 100km/h. you send 
them in a safely maintained vehicle that has been checked out by a 
third party who has given it an inspection against a guidance stand-
ard and the knowledge of how to apply and interpret that to your 
car. Simplified terms, that is what your Category 1 Safety Inspector 
is doing for your vessel. There is a difference though. Your Safety 
Inspector is there to ensure you are up to speed as well. They are 
looking at all aspects of your planned journey and how you intend to achieve it. And they discuss it with you. They 
will be asking all sorts of questions about how you operate, how you operate your vessel, how you lead your crew 
and generally get  a feel for your attributes. The first time you go off shore this process may well be daunting. So it 
should because the inspector is challenging you to offer your views and processes. They will read your Boat Manual. 
The Manual, in my opinion, is one of the most important parts of your ships equipment. Whilst writing it you will be 
challenged to not only list how all the ships systems work and how to operate them, but to risk assess every activity 
and come up with a safe operating plan for each one. This goes along way to building confidence in your own ability 

to manage your vessel. 

The inspection process however cannot cover every eventuality. I have mentioned a few scenarios that give example of some of the problems 
you may have and how those issues are covered by the inspection and courses required to achieve it. There will still be incidents that occur that 
unfortunately result in   injury or worse. The same as on the road. If you look at what the inspection is trying to achieve, I believe that it is pretty 
much on the mark. With maturity in the way the inspection is carried out and open frank discussion between inspector and skipper, the standard 
will be achieved and it is a base standard. You can go far beyond the bibliography in preparing your vessel and crew. Check out the Yachting 
NZ website for more information on the inspection and a national list of inspectors. 

My final point. If you are going offshore this year I hope you have already been in contact 
with your chosen inspector. You want those discussions completed early. If you can’t     
decide which one, ask fellow boaters who they have used, remember they are all there to 
help. The out of water part can be done long before the final safety inspection and     
certificate issue prior to departure. The whole process is there to help you achieve your 
dreams, safely and with confidence and that your vessel is well prepared and fit for     
purpose.  

Happy and safe sailing everyone. 





100mm100mm

Are you ready for the 
event of a lifetime? 

Five Countries, Five months.
 Hundreds of tropical 

anchorages, dozens of      
spectacular sunsets and 
countless new friends. 

It's all part of the fabric that is 
the Pacific Circuit Rally. 

This is no ordinary rally. 
An escorted adventure from 

start to finish.                    
During this annual event we 
will take you places many 

cruisers don't get to go to and 
clear into locations that 

individuals cannot, particularly 
places like Vanuabalavu in 

Fiji's Stunning Lau Group and 
Lifou in the French Loyalty 
Islands, New  Caledonia. 

In the lead up, information 
packs will help you make the      

necessary  preparations. 
Weather briefings, chart 

marking, regular VHF and SSB 
schedules will help you take 
the stress out of the process. 

Island Cruising NZ 
Pacific Circuit Rally

‘Giving cruisers confidence, support and connection’ 

TONGA

VANUATU

FIJI

NEW CALEDONIA



www.islandcruising.nz 

Amanda and Nigel 
Richards 

welcome you to the 
Island Cruising NZ 

experience. 

info@islandcruising.nz 

The Rally 
What do we do for you?

Pre-departure week activities in 
Opua, Bay of Islands, New 

Zealand

Rally  Information Packs and 
Briefing papers during lead up 

Large Rally Flag & ICNZ Burgee

2 x Rally Tee shirts.  
2 x Island Cruising Caps 

1 x Rally bag Folder for all your 
paperwork and briefing papers.

Clearance Form pack and 
assistance with form filling for 

the departure from New Zealand  

Clearance Form pack and 
assistance with form filling for 
the arrivals and departure in 
Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu & New 

Caledonia.  

Advanced Notice of departure 
from New Zealand  

The Rally continued

Organised New Zealand Customs  
Clearance 

Organisation of alcohol discount 
and GST free export quality meat.  

Collation of vessel information &      
communications for RCC, 

Wellington 

Passage Guardian Service 
offshore with Northland Maritime 

Radio   

Transport of Officials: Tonga, Fiji, 
Vanuatu, New Caledonia  

Organised Customs, Immigration 
& Biosecurity Clearances  

Assistance with one way travel 
into New Caledonia  

Rally tracker in association with  
PredictWind 

Plus so much more.....



VISIT 
BEAUTIFUL 

NEW 
ZEALAND



The perfect place to carry out boat 
repairs & refresh before your next 

adventure with haulout & hardstand 
facilities on the beautiful Whangarei 
Harbour.  Within walking distance of 

town. 

65 Tonne lift, 6.3 metre beam max.

Dockland 5 Marine 
211 Port Road 
Port Whangarei 

(Last Haulout facility just before the 
lifting bridge) support@dockland5.co.nz 

09 438 8558
027 493 0812

EXCITING NEW MEMBERSHIP BENEFIT
Island Cruising NZ is thrilled to announce having a new sponsor on board. 

Dockland 5 Marine in Whangarei are offering a 15% discount to our 
current Full members on their services. 

If you have a foreign flagged vessel with a temporary import exemption, 
TIE, you will already be GST exempt, but will still receive a 15% discount 

on top. 

We have personally used Dockland 5 for our haulout and hardstand for 
many years and have always been impressed by their service. 

Dockland 5 are currently undergoing a complete renovation of the entire 
site, a step at a time, to improve the facilities for their customers. 

So give them a call today to book and claim this fantastic discount!

Varekai being hauled at Dockland 5



Publication:

Author:

SuperYachtTimes.com

Laura Rose Nicholls

Propspeed: Helping the oceans one propeller at a time 

As a company dedicated to protecting our oceans, Propspeed continues to provide the industry 

with high-performance products to make superyachts more efficient and economical. One of 

these products is the propeller and running gear foul-release coating system, Propspeed, which 

has been specially formulated to prevent marine growth from bonding to metal surfaces below 

the waterline.

Fouling below the waterline and growth on underwater lights on any vessel damages both the

marine ecosystems, the vessel’s performance and fuel costs. Together with Propspeed, we 

share the details of their solutions for underwater assets and find out why the Propspeed 

coating system, Lightspeed and Foulfree are a vital part of boat maintenance.

Propspeed

Propspeed was developed in the Bay of Islands, New Zealand after a sport fisherman 

collaborated with a local boat painter to develop what is now globally recognised as the leading 

and original foul-release coating to protect precious underwater assets such as propellers, 

shafts, struts, sail drives and rudders.

Propspeed uses a two-component etching primer which bonds to the metal substrate and a 

clear silicone topcoat for an ultra-smooth outer layer. Combined, they provide an integrated 

coating system that stays firmly adhered to the running gear and dramatically reduces the opportunity 

for fouling to occur. By deterring marine growth, Propspeed avoids any added weight and increased

drag that reduces a vessel’s speed and fuel efficiency.

Propspeed also protects underwater metals from corrosion, which occurs through 

electrochemical reactions with the metal’s environment, by isolating the metal from the oxygen 

and the electrolyte, as well as limiting the exchanges between the ions and the gases 

contained in water and metal. In short, if a reaction can’t occur, there will be no corrosion. It is 

also important to ensure your protective coating is paired with the right anode to ensure 

efficient cathodic protection and the best coating performance and longevity.



Lightspeed

By generating light and heat, underwater lights are favoured by marine growth such as 

barnacles, oysters, mussels, seaweed and algae which all interfere with an underwater 

lights’ ability to emit light. Efforts to remove this growth, barnacles in particular, can 

damage delicate lighting components as barnacle glue is the most powerful adhesive in 

nature and six times more powerful than any manmade glue.

Conventional antifouling paint is unsuitable for underwater lights due to the lack of 

transparency that interferes with light transmittance, whereas Lightspeed harnesses the 

science behind Propspeed to provide an effective and fully transparent solution. By 

containing an adhesion promoter, Lightspeed ensures the coating lasts for up to 24 

months, significantly reducing maintenance time and costs.

Foulfree

The revolutionary and certified foul-release coating, Foulfree, deters marine growth from 

transducers which can affect the level of detail on the sonar image received and the 

accuracy of the vessel’s signal transmission. Transducers perform best with minimal 

turbulence over their surface during operation and so, by keeping transducers free of 

marine growth, the flow of water over the transducer face is streamlined and guarantees 

the best results.

For more information on Propspeed and 

their range of products, check out their 

website, or contact the company directly via 

the contact details below:
Propspeed 

T: +64 9 524 1470

W: www.propspeed.com

E: sales@oceanmax.com

mailto:sales@oceanmax.com


Looking to upgrade your Windlass? Purchase a V700, Pro Series or Pro Fish LEWMAR Windlass and 
get a 4kg or 6kg Galvanised Delta Anchor thrown in for free! 
LEWMAR windlasses aim to relieve the aching muscles that sometimes come with anchoring and give 
you more confidence when deploying. Every LEWMAR winch is made of the finest quality materials and 
is engineered for speed, quiet operation and outstanding durability.  
The DELTA is the original high grade plough anchor, with its quick -set proven on production boats 
worldwide, and completes the ultimate anchoring system for Kiwi boaties. 
Get in quick as this offer is only available until 30th April 2020, or while stocks last. Head to your nearest 
retailer or contact Kiwi Yachting to repower your anchoring with LEWMAR. 
http://kiwiyachting.co.nz/products/anchoring/lewmar-windlasses/ 

New Year, New Boat Gear? Get a FREE Delta Anchor with LEWMAR Windlass! 

Kiwi Yachting  
Phone: +64 9 360 0300 
Email: sales@kiwiyachting.co.nz 
www.kiwiyachting.co.nz 



New Product Release 

New Proline Tethers from Wichard – Your safety without compromise 

When it comes to safety, compromise is not an option. Wichard has developed a new generation of tethers to ensure maximum safety, ease of use and 
lightweight. The new Proline Tethers from Wichard provides you with maximum safety and peace of mind when at sea. Its innovative Ergo Lock 
System, which automatically closes and locks the snap hook, will secure you on board. Other features are the V-Nose design makes hooking and 
unhooking easy with one hand. Made from aluminium and ceramic materials, it the lightest tether on the market and also won’t damage your deck. 

The Proline tethers feature retro-reflective webbing, to increase visibility at night, and is manufactured from materials that are less absorbent and 
dry quickly. The tethers include an overload indicator that meets offshore sailing regulations, and a SmartLoop that allows you to adapt the tether to 
suit number of hooks. 

Wichard ProLine Tethers are distributed by Kiwi Yachting and are now available instore at Safety at Sea and retailers nationwide.

For more information contact Kiwi Yachting.: 
Phone: +64 9 360 0300 
Email: sales@kiwiyachting.co.nz 
www.kiwiyachting.co.nz 

4 Tether options available starting from RRP $195.00,  

- 2 ProSnap snap Hooks, Elastic Webbing (#7031)
- 1 ProSnap hook Flat Webbing (#7032)
- 1 ProSnap hook Elastic Webbing (#7033)
- 3 ProSnap snap hooks Elastic + Flat Webbing (#7034)



 New Caledonia & Vanuatu
The Rocket cruising guides to New Caledonia & Vanuatu 
have been cited as the best cruising guides in the world.

Based on high resolution satellite and aerial photography, the cruising guide to New Caledonia & 
Vanuatu gives a precise, accurate and colourful information on every practical anchorage in New 

Caledonia & Vanuatu.

The guides cover all parts of New Caledonia & Vanuatu and include feature such as:
Accurate & up to date ports of entry & formalities information

High resolution aerial photo-charts of New Caledonia & Vanuatu anchorages
Overlays of depths
Navigational aids
Sailing directions

GPS points
Points of information and much much more…..

Visit https://rocket-guides.com/ for full details

Island Cruising NZ has permission from the author to offer a discount for direct 
downloads by us to PC or Mac. Please contact us on: info@islandcruising.nz 
We are currently based in Whangarei but regularly travel through Auckland



Sail South Pacific Cruising Guides
For Island Cruising NZ - Full Member Bundles

These app based cruising guide “bundles” have been developed just for ICNZ Members

The Sail Fiji / Sail Tonga Bundle is a comprehensive full   
information Cruising Guide combining Fiji’s amazing        

islands from East to West;- Lau Group, Eastern, Central & 
Western Waters, plus planning information and routes 
around Fiji. Especially developed for the ICNZ Pacific 

Circuit Rally we’ve also included The Tongan Archipelago 
from South to North. A vast array of information designed 

to allow you to “Cruise With Confidence”.

For those of you that love cruising the magic that is New 
Zealand Cruising the Sail New Zealand Bundle is a 

comprehensive  full information Cruising Guide        
combining a Planning Section to assist getting around 

the NZ coastline from the tip of the North  Island to the 
top of the South. Anchorages, cautions, tight passages, 
activities both on and off the water & stunning photos  

we guarantee you’ll find new and exciting  places you’ve 
never visited before.

For Pricing and download information 
please scan the QR code 

ICNZ Members - Special Rates.
PCR participants - Rally Pricing.

Available only 
on iPad.
iOS 11.0 
or later

www.sailsouthpacific.com





THE JUNIOR JETTY 
By Ella 

Hi there, Ella here……

I can't believe it's March 
already! We are in 
Whangarei at the moment 
getting some jobs done and 
preparing the boat for this 
years rally. I have some 
very exciting news to 
share.... I have a horse!!!! 
Yes you probably already 
know I love horse riding! 
His name is Rennie and he 
is wonderful! I am also 
volunteering at Klipped, a 
Whangarei doggy daycare 
and groomers. I go every 
Wednesday and its 
awesome fun!

Looking forward to seeing 
Look 
forwa
rd to 
seeing 

you out there!!  ......Ella

JOKE TIME

Fast Facts 




Q. What do you call a group of
men waiting for a haircut?
A. A Barberque!!!!!!!

More than 90 percent of goods traded between 
countries are transported by sea. 

Sea monsters on medieval maps were originally 
used to indicate the unexplored territories.

A juvenile Emperor Angel Fish

 There are more than 230,000 known species
living in the world's oceans. It is believed that
only 5% of the world's oceans have been
explored, which means there are likely hundreds
of thousands or even millions of species of
ocean animals that are undiscovered.



EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

6 MAN LIFE RAFT
High quality German Brand - LIFEGUARD
Last time it was serviced they said it was in perfect condition.
Will need service again now though (exp 2019) Soft valise, but life raft is 
vacuum sealed inside 
Always kept in dry locker. 
Only selling as its too big. Only 2 of us, so have purchased a smaller raft. 
Email: svseaforth@gmail.com or ph: Steve 021 719 635 
Asking price - $1200
Unit 1c , Pine harbour Marina. 
Auckland, NZ. - 0220 429 349 - 

allisterspick@hotmail.com.

Special deals for ICNZ 
Members.. 5% off on the sale 

of all new YANMAR engine 
packages.

10% off all labour during 
routine servicing to ICNZ 

members. 
**Conditions apply** Proof of 

membership required
NAVIONICS 34XG - Pacific Islands SD/ Micro SD chart chips - 1 
year old - $250.00

NAVIONICS 34XG - Pacific Islands SD/ Micro SD chart chips - 2 
years old - $250.00

Neither charts were registered online for the free updates.

Email: chillicraig@hotmail.com or ph: 02041963876



EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

KAYAK FOR SALE
A sit on top Firefly Q kayak for 1 person
In good second hand condition
Some sun fading
Suitable for adult or child
Comes with paddle
Pick up from Whangarei
Price: $145
Email: amanda@islandcruising.nz 
Ph: 02102242498

WALKER BAY DINGHY FOR SALE
Walker Bay 8 with wooden oars and sailing rig
Good rowing and sailing order but the rudder could 
do with some carpentry and new paint. 
Many hours of fun in this but it's now time to move 
on to a new owner.
Pick up from Whangarei
Price: $300
Email: amanda@islandcruising.nz
Ph: 02102242498 



Email: David at readyallready@gmail.com

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME SIGNAL FLAGS

• International maritime signal flags are various flags
used to communicate with ships.

• The principal system of flags and associated codes
is the International Code of Signals.

• Individual flags have specific and standard
meanings.

• A series of flags can spell out a message, each flag
representing a letter



"You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a 
new dream."

C. S. Lewis

"The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of 
wonder forever."

Jacques Yves Cousteau

"Sailing – The fine art of slowly going nowhere at great 
expense while being cold, wet and miserable."

Irv Heller
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